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Controlling lasing around exceptional
points in coupled nanolasers
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Coupled nanolasers are of growing interest for on-chip optical computation and data transmission,
which requires an understanding of how lasers interact to form complex systems. The non-Hermitian
interaction between two coupled resonators, when excited selectively, can lead to parity-time
symmetry, the formation of exceptional points, and subsequently spectral control and increased
sensitivity. These investigations have been limited to pump energies close to the lasing threshold, and
large or narrow-line lasers. Here, by programmable optical excitation we study two coupled
nanolasers significantly above threshold, where mode instability plays an important role. We map the
mode evolution around two exceptional points, and observe lasing gaps due to reversed pump
dependence which compare well with non-linear theory. Finally, the coupling can be exploited to
control the lasing threshold and wavelength, and for frequency switching around the lasing gap.
Controlled and integrated nanolasers constitutes a promising platform for future highly sensitive and
programmable on-chip laser sources.

Tunable coherent nanoscale light sources are important for many tech-
nologies, ranging fromon-chip optical computing1–3 and data transmission4

to sensing5 and biophysics6. Nanolasers are easier to integrate on-chip and
reach GHz modulation7. However, fabrication of nanolasers with a specific
spectral response is challenging due to intrinsic fabrication
imperfections8–11. The challenges are exacerbatedwhenmanynanolasers are
made to interact, to increase power output and functionality due to the
complex collective effects3,12–14.

In coupled nanolasers, parity-time symmetry and its spontaneous
breaking at the exceptional point (EP), where eigenmodes of the system
coalesce, can be exploited as a powerful tool for post-fabrication spectral
control15–21. Selectively pumped coupled microdisk lasers are interesting as
they provide a wide range of functionalities such as single-mode
emission22–27, optical isolation28,29, chiral emission30, and sensing31–34.
Moreover, the dependence of lasing on gain can be reversed near EPs,
resulting in suppression and revival of lasing35–37.

Yet, the lasing characteristics around EPs have so far mostly been
studied for pump energies close to the lasing threshold, where mode com-
petition is minimal and linear coupled mode theory applies23,26. Instead,
operation well above the threshold is sought for deeper lasing
understanding38 and to exploit new phenomena such as chaotic behaviors
and instabilities39.

Experimentswith largemicrodisks (10−100 μmradii)22–31, or photonic
crystal cavities18,39 achieve coupling more easily due to narrow linewidths.
Instead, in devices of sizes comparable to the wavelength, the effect of
coupling is reducedby the lowQ-factors, limiting the study of lasing around
EPs40,41.

Here, we study nanoscale coupled InP microdisks, bottom-up
grown by epitaxy42, when excited well above (2×) threshold by selective
and programmable illumination. We map the two virtual EPs of the
system, and observe the opening of lasing gaps due to reversed pump
dependence at the EPs. We demonstrate emission tunability and
switching. The experimental findings are confirmed by non-linear
coupled-mode theory that includes gain saturation and stability
analysis.

Results
The coupled InP microdisk lasers are bottom-up grown, ensuring a defect-
free crystal structure with extremely smooth sidewalls corresponding to the
111h i facets and high-quality gaps42,43. This unique platform reduces cavity
losses andmakes it possible to reach efficient coupling. Themicrodisk lasers
support few resonant modes within the gain spectral range, owing to their
small size, with diameters ranging between 0.5–2 μm and heights between
0.4–1 μm, respectively.
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The InP microdisks are characterized by a micro photoluminescence
and lasing setup. They are excited with a 633 nm, 200 fs-pulsed pump laser.
Individual microdisks show single-mode emission with emission wave-
lengths between 800 and 900 nm, strongly depending on their diameter and
height, and with thresholds in the range of 100–700 μJ cm−2 pulse−1

(Fig. S1). We estimate the Q factor to be below 300 similar to previous
works9. The low Q factor originates from the small size and leads to a
stronger evanescentfieldoutside thedisks,which enhances the coupling and
enables measurable effects for inter-laser distances up to ~λ/6. The well-
defined gap with smooth sidewalls ensures optimal coupling (Fig. 1a).

We excite the InP microdisk lasers with variable pump on the two
disks, that we control using a DMD (digital micromirror device)44. The
beam is shaped into twohalf circleswith programmable pumpingpowersP1
and P2 (Fig. 1b). The pump power per half circle is varied by defining the
fraction of reflecting pixels using a dither function (seeMethods). This is an
improvement over previous methods, such as covering parts of the pump
beam with a knife edge24, notch filter23, or simply moving the beam off the
device27, which are inhomogeneous and difficult to control.

The system exhibits a counter-intuitive reversal of the pump depen-
dence of lasingwhenwe keep the pumpon disk 2 (P2) constant and increase
the pump P1 on the other (Fig. 1c)35–37. The spectrum evolves, with
increasing pump ratio, from single-mode lasing (P1/P2 = 0.56), to no lasing
(P1/P2 = 0.75), tomultimode lasing (P1/P2 = 1). This observation of reversed
pump dependence proves that the microdisks are coupled efficiently. The
symmetry of the systemensures the samebehaviorwhenP1 is kept constant,
and P2 varies.

The reversedpumpdependence can bewell captured by coupledmode
theory (see Methods) as shown in Fig. 1d, where each point A-C corre-
sponds to an experimental plot in Fig. 1c. If both microdisks are excited
equally (A), themodesof the systemsplit into their real parts (the frequency)

while keeping the same imaginary part (the gain/loss), resulting in both
modes lasing. The two lasing peaks have different intensities due to
frequency-dependent gain in the system, small geometry differences in the
disks due to fabrication imperfections, and different emission strengths for
bonding and anti-bondingmodes.When P1 is significantly less than P2 (C),
the modes are predominantly split in imaginary part, resulting in single-
mode emission. For intermediate values of P1/P2, the two modes approach
each other in imaginary part, with both imaginary parts going below the
threshold for a range of ratios (B). For a zero-detuned system (gray dashed
line), whereω1 =ω2 =ω0, the twomodes meet at an exceptional point (EP),
where both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors coalesce (identified by the
arrow in Fig. 1d)15–19. At the EP, the system is highly sensitive to perturba-
tions showing strong responses in the spectral features31–34. Slight detuning
of the resonant frequencies (colored line) ωi =ω0 ± δ produces an avoided
crossing around the zero-detuning EP, which still has similar implications
on the spectral response as an EP.

We can obtain a complete map of the lasing landscape including the
behavior far above threshold by varying P1 and P2 independently (Fig. 2).
The intensities of mode 1 (blue shading) and mode 2 (orange shading) are
shown for both uncoupled (top panels) and coupled (bottom panels) sys-
tems, based on theoretical predictions (left panels) and experimental results
(right panels).

When two resonators are uncoupled, each laser is unaffected by the
pumpon the other disk (Fig. 2a). Therefore, the systemhas one lasingmode
per disk. A mode reaches threshold when it is pumped sufficiently to offset
the losses, making the threshold lines (blue and orange lines) parallel to the
pump axes. Lasing measurements of uncoupled InP microdisks reproduce
the theoretical threshold behavior (Fig. 2b, for 2 μm diameter, 680-nm gap
device, SEM image in Fig. S3). The lasing spectrum is shown in the inset of
Fig. 2b for different pump powers (dots in the main figure).

When two resonators are coupled, the modes become delocalized
across the two disks, which makes lasing action dependent on both pump
powersP1,2 and the threshold lines are no longer straight lines aligned along
the pump axis (Fig. 2c, d). We first analyze the lasing action for pump
powers close to the lasing threshold with linear coupled mode theory (see
Methods). We calculate the theoretical modes for resonators with slight
frequency detuning (δ/κ = 0.2) to better reflect the experimental conditions
(see later).When the pump powers on both disks become close to the lasing
threshold, the coupling transfers gain from themore highly pumped disk to
the other. As a result, the threshold of themore pumped disk increases with
respect to the uncoupled value while that of the less pumped disk decreases,
pulling the threshold lines towards each other (solid lines in Fig. 2c). In a
zero-detuned system, the threshold lineswouldmerge into a single segment,
known as the parity-time symmetry line16, where bothmodes have the same
threshold (Fig. S7). At the ends of the parity-time symmetry line lie the EPs
of the zero-detuned system, where the eigenmodes coalesce. Frequency
detuning prevents this coalescence and instead creates avoided crossings
around the zero-detuning EPs (black crosses in Fig. 2c).

Above threshold, gain saturation and mode competition modify the
lasing behavior. This can be captured by extending linear coupled mode
theory to include gain saturation38,45 and stability analysis46. With this non-
linear model, we compute the mode intensities above threshold (see Sup-
plementary Information section SIII). When one mode is above threshold,
the second mode (solid line, Fig. 2c) appears at a higher threshold than
predicted by linear coupled mode theory (dashed line). Between the solid
and dashed lines, the secondmode is unstable, and therefore, only themode
with the higher gain lases.

Experimental threshold lines of coupled InP microdisks follow the
features predicted by theory (Fig. 2d, for 2 μmdiameter, 96 nm gap device).
The indicated threshold lines are a combination of calculated values (orange
and blue dots) and guides (orange and blue lines). The calculated values
were obtained by finding steep increases in emission intensity marking the
inversionpoint typical for lasing thresholds inLL-curves (Fig. S5).When the
pump power is similar in both disks, the effect of increase in threshold, with
a similar shape as predicted by theory, is observed (orange and blue dots in

Fig. 1 | Counter-intuitive lasing behavior in coupled microdisk lasers. a SEM
image of two coupled bottom-up grown InP microdisk lasers with 2 μm diameter
and 96 nm gap. b Schematic of the DMD setup and pattern used for selective
pumping, where the uniform beam is reflected from the DMD and shaped into two
half circles with powersP1 andP2. cThree emission spectra illustrating the lasing gap
under selective pumping of coupled InP microdisk lasers. P2 = 163 μJ cm−2 pulse−1

for all three acquired spectra, whileP1 is increased frombottom to top.dEvolution of
real and imaginary parts of mode eigenvalues based on linear coupled mode theory
under selective pumping. In the experimental spectrum, the modes have different
intensities due to effects such asmode competition and non-equal losses of the disks,
which are not included in coupled mode theory.
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Fig. 2d). The threshold lines lie nearly on top of each other in this region due
to the large coupling between the disks. The black circles indicate the
position of so-called “virtual” EPs. These points are the minima of the
avoided crossings at the zero-detuning EPs and represent the closest a
physical system can come to an EP without active detuning modulation39.
The experimental onset of the second lasing mode above threshold follows
the theory and confirms theneed for non-linear coupledmode theory above
threshold. The threshold of mode 1 (blue line) for a device already lasing in
mode 2 (orange shading) follows a straight line with positive slope above
threshold. At very high pumping powers, P2 > 250 μJ cm

−2 pulse−1, the
threshold of mode 2 (orange line) deviates from the theoretical prediction,
which we attribute to non-linear interactions with higher-order modes in
the system.

The virtual EPs allow us to estimate the coupling in the system, as their
distance is equal to the coupling factorκ = 18 μJ cm−2 pulse−1 andκ/γ = 0.13,
where γ are the losses of the microdisks and equal to the threshold
Pth ≈ 140 μJ cm−2 pulse−1. Using the Q factor of the device, the coupling
constant could be given inTHz, and the proportion ofmode-splitting due to
coupling versus detuning obtained. Estimates can be found in the Supple-
mentary Information (section SIV).

If the coupling is larger than the laser linewidth, a lasing gap, where the
pump dependence is reversed35–37, opens near the virtual EPs (Fig. 2d,
dashed line).

The corresponding spectra in Fig. 3a clearly show the reversal in pump
dependence, where the lasing stops even though the excitation power

increases. This is followed by the lasing gap and a revival of the lasing at
shifted frequencies (Fig. 3a).

The lasing gap Δ, defined as the pump separation between the two
lasing actions, narrows for increased P2 powers and when it closes, for a
pump P2 = 186 μJ cm−2 pulse−1, the system reaches the “virtual” EP as
shown in Fig. 3b (see Supplementary Information section SV for the second
virtual EP of the system). The large coupling between themicrodisks, which
is the result of narrow and high-quality gaps between the disks, enables to
access large lasing gaps of up to 30% of the lasing threshold (Fig. 3b).

Around the lasing gap, the emission wavelength shifts, as the mode
eigenvalues start to split in their real part. This wavelength shift is propor-
tional to the lasing gap size and increases for larger gaps (Fig. 3c). The
gradient of this relation depends on the coupling strength, of the system. For
stronger coupling, the wavelength shifts more around the lasing gap as the
splitting of the real parts of the eigenvalue is enhanced.

When keeping P2 at 152 μJ cm
−2 pulse−1, a wavelength shift of 3 nm is

observed between spectra slightly before (light blue in Fig. 4a) and after
(dark blue) the lasing gap. As a reference, this shift is 10 times larger than a
shift due to carrier plasma effect at similar pump powers and also ensures
similar output intensities (Supplementary Information section SVI)47.

The shift close to the virtual EP can be exploited to rapidly switch the
laser emission frequency. We demonstrate low-power (0.97(2) μW)
switching withΔλ = 5 nm for a lasing peak with 1 nm FWHM, as plotted in
Fig. 4b. The switching is very stable with a standard deviation of only
0.07 nm, which is mostly attributed to fluctuations in the pump laser.

Fig. 2 | Mode thresholds become highly co-dependent in a coupled system.
aTheoreticalmode landscape as a function of pumping powerP1,2 of two uncoupled
microdisks (schematic in inset) showing how the threshold of each disk is inde-
pendent of pumping on the other disk and only dependent on the intrinsic losses
which are set to γ1 = γ2 = γ = 0.3. b Experimental mode landscape of two uncoupled
InP microdisks with 2 μm diameter and 680-nm gap showing the independent
thresholds of the two microdisks. The green inset shows emission spectra at four
pump powers (fixed P1 = 74 μJ cm−2 pulse−1; P2 = 154, 164, 174, and
184 μJ cm−2 pulse−1), indicated as grayscale dots in main plot. c Theoretical mode
landscape of two coupled microdisks (schematic in inset) with slight frequency
detuning δ = 0.02, coupling κ = 0.1, and losses γ = 0.3. The threshold lines of the two

modes are clearly affected by increased pump power on the other disk. The two
x mark where EPs would lie in a zero-detuned system. Due to detuning, avoided
crossings are visible around the EPs. An instability region separates the theoretical
threshold (dashed line) from the actual onset of the second mode (solid lines).
d Experimental mode landscape of two coupled InPmicrodisks with 2 μmdiameter
and 96-nm gap. The indicated threshold lines are a combination of calculated values
(dots) and estimated visual guides (lines). The coupling results in two virtual EPs
aroundwhich lasing gaps open (gray dashed arrow). For all plots, the intensity of the
mode is given by the color (see color bars). White: below threshold, gray area:
no data.
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The pump power regime chosen for Fig. 4b results in intensity mod-
ulation of 9.2 (10.5) dB for the lower (higher) wavelength peak, for the
application of a small ΔP around 1 μW. This value can be significantly
increased by optimizing the P1 and P2 powers. At higher powers, other
switching effects, such as switching from single-mode to multi-mode
emission, are possible (see Supplementary Information section SVII).

Conclusion
To conclude, we studied bottom-up grown coupled InP microdisk lasers
through above threshold and selective lasing spectroscopy. Programmable
illumination allows for precise control of the lasing mode behavior around
two virtual EPs and access functionalities such as single-mode emission,
reversed pump dependence, increased sensitivity, and switching, in a single
programmable device. The resulting lasing operation is well explained by
non-linear coupled-mode theory that includes gain saturation and stability
analyses. The very low-powerwavelength switching around the lasing gap is
promising for on-chip applications in information processing. It could also
enable fast switching as the laser dynamics do not rely on ns-slow non-
radiative recombination processes. Such coupled on-chip resonators could
be a promising basis for new types of on-chip optical switching,
communication4, sensing5, and machine learning application1,3,48.

Materials and methods
Coupled mode theory
We model the coupled microdisk laser system around threshold
through coupled mode theory. Coupled mode theory is an established
theory for evanescently coupled microdisk lasers16,17,23,38. We consider
two single-mode resonators (i = 1, 2) with resonant frequencies
eωi ¼ ωi � iγi, where ωi is the real frequency and γi is the imaginary part
corresponding to the loss. The resonators are coupled by a real coupling
factor κ. We pump the resonators with pump Pi. When the system is
around threshold we can neglect non-linear gain saturation, and the
steady-state behavior is described by the linear 2 × 2 matrix eigenvalue
equation,

ω1 � iγ1 þ iP1 κ

κ ω2 � iγ2 þ iP2

� �

eψ1

eψ2

� �

¼ eω
eψ1

eψ2

� �

ð1Þ

The eigenvalues eω of Eq. (1) are the modes of the coupled system, where
ReðeωÞ is the emission frequency and is the the loss/gain of the system. For
ImðeωÞ > 0 (<0) the system is above (below) the lasing threshold
of ImðeωÞ ¼ 0.

Fig. 4 | The lasing gap enables stable, low-power
wavelength switching. a The upper colourmap
shows P1 versus emission wavelength plot for con-
stant P2 of 152 μJ cm

−2 pulse−1, with the darkness of
the red indicating the emission intensity. Two
spectra before (light blue, P1 = 117 μJ cm−2 pulse−1)
and after (dark blue, P1 = 172 μJ cm−2 pulse−1) the
lasing gap are shown in the lower plot, and their
position in the upper plot is indicated by dashed
lines. b Low-power (0.97(2) μW) and stable
switching between two emission wavelengths
around the lasing gap with Δλ = 5 nm and
Δλ/FWHM = 1.7.

Fig. 3 | The lasing gap narrows under increased P1 and closes at a “virtual” EP.
a Pump power on disk 1 (P1) versus emission wavelength for constant P2 of
151 μJ cm−2 pulse−1. The colourbar indicates the emission intensity. While P1 is
increased, the lasing stops and then resurfaces at a shifted frequency resulting in a

counter-intuitive lasing gap. b The lasing gap decreases under increased P2. When
the lasing gap closes, a “virtual” (due to experimentally inherent detuning) EP at the
avoided crossing is reached. c Wavelength shift across the lasing gap versus lasing
gap size.
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For the above threshold solutions, Eq. (1) becomes non-linear, and we
included gain saturation to find the solutions (see Supplementary Infor-
mation section SIII).

Microdisk fabrication
The bottom-up grown WZ InP microdisks are fabricated as reported in42.
The crystal growth andWZ structure are induced by 110-oriented trenches
in a 300 nmSiO2 layer on a standard InP (111)A substrate. The trenches are
fabricated using e-beam lithography (EBL) and reactive ion etching (RIE).
InP is grown inside the trenches throughmetal-organic vapor phase epitaxy
(MOVPE) resulting in fins, that are the base of the microdisks and define
their diameter.Once the InP reaches the top of the trenches, zipper-induced
epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) extends the InP laterally over the SiO2

until the base of the hexagonalmicrodisk is formed. The growth thenoccurs
vertically to form InP microdisks with flat crystalline sidewalls.

Optical measurements
The InPmicrodisks are characterized in a micro photoluminescence setup.
They are pumped with a 633 nm, 200 fs-pulsed laser at 100 kHz. The pump
beam is focused on the sample using a ×100 objective. The microdisks are
excited from above, and their emitted light is also collected from above
through the same objective. The emission spectra are measured in a Prin-
ceton Instruments spectrometer. We shape the pump beam into two half
circles with independently adjusted powers by reflection off a DMD that
consists of 1280 × 800 addressable mirror pixels. As single DMD pixels are
not resolved due to their small size, turning off a fraction of the pixels
reduces the power of the beam. To achieve uniform pixel distribution, we
used Floyd-Steinberg’s error diffusion dither algorithm incorporated in
MATLAB. We measure the exact power on each disk with a calibrated
powermeter that measures light reflected off a glass slide. The glass slide is
located before the objective, and the ratio between the power at the pow-
ermeter and sample location wasmeasured to calibrate the powermeter. To
obtain the power on each disk separately, the single beam halves were
projected, and the power obtained before the full pattern projection and
spectrum measurement.

Data availability
The data used is available in the Zenodo repository: https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.10683232.
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